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Chair Blessing, Vice-Chair Roegner, Ranking Member Williams, and Members of the Committee, this
written testimony is on behalf of the Trustees and members of the Public Children Services Association
of Ohio (PCSAO). PCSAO is a membership-driven association of Ohio’s county public children services
agencies (PCSAs) that advocates for and promotes children services program excellence and sound
public policy for safe children, stable families, and supportive communities.
We are writing to share our opposition to House Bill 140, Modify election notices, ballot language for
property tax levies. Ohio’s children services system is heavily reliant on local funding; in SFY2020,
nearly half of the system was funded by local dollars. i Over 50 PCSAs maintain local levies. It is within
this context that we oppose HB140, as we did HB76 and Sub HB76 in the 133rd General Assembly.
While the intent of HB140 is to update antiquated ballot language, increase transparency, and provide
uniformity, we believe the bill likely will create confusion and make levy ballot language less
transparent. In addition, because the bill applies a “one-size-fits-all” approach to properties,
regardless of classification, it could lead to legal challenges due to its misleading nature.
We welcome the opportunity to work with the sponsor to address these concerns and achieve the goal
of this legislation. For example, the General Assembly could require the use of standard terminology
that reflects tax valuation and rate differences amongst property classifications. This would ensure
accuracy in ballot language and reduce confusion.
Voters should make informed decisions when considering levy requests. This bill would make that
more difficult and open the door to possible legal challenges. For these reasons, PCSAO opposes
HB140 as introduced and respectfully requests consideration of the suggested approach mentioned
above.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
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